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ABSTRACT
Many computing systems used in applications of critical systems utilize fault tolerance
criteria for normally continuing to operate. Operating in the presence of faults is
required in many applications for safety and reliability such as in electric power
distribution systems, telecommunications, medical life-support, nuclear reactor control,
transportation, automotive, aircraft, and space vehicles. Such systems require continuity
and reliability of service. One of the used techniques for meeting the severe reliability
requirements inherent in certain future computer application is the use of Triple
Modular Redundant (TMR) configuration. Essentially, this technique depends on
voting two out of three system output levels. In this paper a fault-tolerant system is
proposed using TMR configuration for processors and memory modules with spare
model for - line self - reconfiguration. A voter is designed to pass reliable data and
signals between processors and memory modules. The voter has the capability to
analyze the error and stop the system on the proper time. The proposed system is
designed at register level and tested using MATLAB simulation. A set of different
faults are injected in different modules of the system in different data pater. The
simulation results present the accuracy and capability of the proposed system with
respect to faults as well as the ability of errors handing.
Keywords:
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systems.

1

Introduction

Many systems require continuity and reliability of service while operating in the presence of
limited faults. The ability to deliver highest quality of service for which it is intended is very
important criteria in critical systems. To fulfil these primary requirements, fault tolerant
techniques are necessary to make sure these systems are fault-tolerant systems which continue
to operate satisfactory in the presence of faults [1]. One of the used techniques for meeting
the severe reliability requirements inherent in certain future computer application is the use
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of Triple Modular Redundant (TMR) configuration. The author in [2] stated that the TMR
technique required tight synchronization between different units which achieved by using a
single and very reliable clock to insure continuity of operation in fault tolerant systems. A
fault tolerant system is a system that its behaviour is compatible with its specification in
presence of faults in some of its components [3]. Faults in different operating systems are
presented in many publications such as in [4] and [5] which represent detailed information
regarding fault time latency and transient faults. The choice of error detection, fault handling
techniques and their implementation as well as the classes of faults are presented in [6].
Multi-Version techniques based on the use of two or more versions or “variants” of a piece
of software, executed either in sequence or in parallel are presented in [7]. Dynamic recovery
is generally more hardware-efficient than voted systems, and it is, therefore, the approach of
choice in resource-constrained systems especially in high performance scalable systems.. Its
disadvantage is that computational delays occur during fault recovery where fault coverage is
often low and special operating systems may be required [8].
Error detection checks that are employed in computer systems can be of different types,
depending on the system and the fault of interest. Most error detection mechanisms are
presented in [9]. Error coverage and mechanisms of error prediction and of latent errors are
presented in [5, 10, 11]. Error detection methods such as Watchdog timers have been used
since the early days of digital systems especially in embedded systems [12, 13].
The concept of redundancy implies the addition of information, resources, or time beyond
what is needed for normal system operation. The redundancy can take one of four forms,
including hardware redundancy, time redundancy, software redundancy, and information
redundancy. The concept of hardware redundancy became more common and more practical,
the cost of replicating hardware within a system is decreasing simply because the cost of
hardware are decreasing. The Hardware redundancy means the addition of extra hardware,
usually for the purpose either detecting errors or tolerating faults[14].
The most known hardware fault tolerance technique is triple modularity redundancy (TMR),
which has been used in many fault tolerant systems. The use of TMR technique and its
advantages as well as the use of multistage TMR with replicate voters are presented in [15]
and [16]. In [17], a commodity chip multiprocessors (CMP) design with features for
providing system-level soft error protection, is described with dual modular redundant
(DMR) and triple modular redundant (TMR) systems. In [18], A hypothetical triple-modular
redundant computer is subjected to a Monte Carlo program on the IBM 704, which
simulates component failures. Two types of namely duplex and triple modular redundancy
(TMR) systems are presented in [19]. More application and representations of TMR are
presented in [20-22]
In this paper a fault-tolerant system is proposed using TMR configuration for processors
and memory modules with spare model for –line self- reconfiguration. A voter is designed to
pass reliable data and signals between processors and memory modules.
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2

The Proposed TNR System

2.1

TMR Technique Review

The most known hardware fault tolerance technique is triple modularity redundancy (TMR),
which has been used in many fault tolerant systems. The hardware unit (M) represented in
Figure1 is triplicated and all three units work in parallel. The outputs of these three units are
given to the voting element (V). The voting element accepts the outputs from the three
modular and delivers the majority vote as output.
M
input

M

V

output

M

Figure 1: Triple Modularity Redundancy (TMR) organization

Clearly, the TMR organization can completely mask the failure of the one hardware unit. One
of the features of TMR is that no explicit actions need to be performed for error detection,
recovery, etc, TMR is particularly suitable for transient faults, since in the basic TMR the
voter does not "remove" the faulty unit after an error occurs. This scheme cannot handle the
failure of two units. In fact, once one unit fails, it is essential that both units should be work
correctly (so that the voter can get a majority voted output). Due to this, the reliability of the
TMR system becomes lower than a simplex system once a failure occurs.
The TMR scheme depends on the voting element. However, the voting element is typically a
simple and highly reliable circuits. Another implementation aspect of TMR is that it requires
tight synchronization between the different units. This has been frequently achieved by using
a single clock. This requires the clock to be very reliable.
2.2

The Proposed System

Triple Modular Redundancy (TMR) configuration is the most efficient method to tolerate
many types of faults and masking many types of errors at the system level. It is suitable for
real time applications and online system reconfiguration where instant maintenance is not
possible such as in Autopilot and unmanned space vehicles. This configuration tolerates the
following set of faults:
•
•
•

Faults effecting the operation of processors, memory modules and system buses.
Faults produced from programs, compilers used to produce those programs
Design and manufacturing faults in processors modules and memory modules.

Whereas the set of occurred errors that can be masked by this configuration includes the
following classes:
•
•

Processors internal transient errors.
Processors internal intermittent errors.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Data bus errors.
Address bus Errors.
Control and timing bus errors.
Memory transient errors.
Memory intermittent errors.
Memory buses errors.

In a TMR configuration permanent errors caused by any faulty module are detected but not
tolerated. Therefore the faulty module has to be replaced by a good one in order to resume
system functions. Real-Time applications cause long down-time and increases Mean Time
To Repair MTTR. In such a system the MTTR should be zero in order to recover from
those errors and to continue system operations to achieve a high reliability.
To overcome a wide range of those errors and to tolerate that set of faults, a good
configuration is proposed for a high reliable and available system with Self-Reconfiguration.
In this proposed configuration, processors modules are treated separately from memory
modules and the memory modules form also TMR subsystem. Another feature of this
configuration is that voting is done at the signals level (data, address and control signals)
between the processors modules and the memory modules.
According to this proposed configuration, the three processors (1,2,3) work in parallel and
execute the same code and perform the same task. All signals outgoing from these
processors are passed through a voter that compares these signals and passes the majority
matched ones. If one processor does not match with the other two then the selected
majority output from the voter is passed to the memory modules (or to the external I/O
devices). Then that processor or its system bus is considered faulty and is given a time to
recover from transient faults. If the same processors shows faulty outputs for more than a
pre-specified attempts, it is considered as permanent faulty module and the whole system
enters a reconfiguration procedure by bringing the spare processor to replace the faulty one.
The same process is done with the memory modules when data is read from memory to the
processors. The voter is introduced with two sides: one side for the processors modules and
the other side for the memories modules. The voter should also be designed in such a way to
work as a comparator and by pass buffer. The voter should also have the mechanism to
reconfigure the system by isolating (disconnecting) a faulty module and invoking
(connecting) the spare module. The other task of the voter is to load the invoked processor
with the current state of the other two processors by a roll-forward recovery procedure and
resuming the system operation.
2.3

System Operation

The following assumptions are considered for the proposed system:
1
System is at start state.
2
All named model are loaded with the same copy of the program.
3
All three processors are ready to execute the same program.
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4

The spare processor is physically connected but logically and electorally
disconnected.
5
Give all general block diagram to used voter, three processors and three memories.
The block diagram of the voter are shown in Figure 2 which represents the composition of
the Voter.
Processor data pus DP1

memory data pus DM1

Processor Address pus AP1

memory Address pus AM1

Processor control pus CP1

memory control pus CM1

Processor data pus DP2

memory data pus DM2

Processor Address pus AP2

memory Address pus AM2
VOTER

Processor control pus CP2

memory control pus CM2

Processor data pus DP3

memory data pus DM3

Processor Address pus AP3

memory Address pus AM3

Processor control pus CP3

memory control pus CM3

Processor spar PS

memory spar MS

I/O Device

Figure 2: Block Diagram of the voter

In the input side of the Voter there are three processors (Data, Address, and Control) as well
as a spare processor. Similarly, in the output of the Voter there are three memories (Data,
Address, and Control) as well as a spare memory. Data will be transferred to the I/O devices
in case of data saving fail.
Figure 3 represents operating flow chart in which the system starts working by applying
either Read or Write command. The system is then tested whether it is working or not. If the
system working, a check is made on Address, Control and Data. If not, processors are added
to the system and the system is tested again. Then, the three processors are tested. In case of
error detection, the damaged processor is specified and repaired and the system continues
working. Then data writing and saving in the memory is done. On the other side the process
of reading data from the memory is running. Then a test is made. In case of an error is
detected, error is located and repaired. This process continues until finishing the desired job.
The operation starts in " write cycle" by entering data to pr1,pr2 and pr3. After that ,the
operation is tested to know if there is an error or not?
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1
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Match?

M

Match?
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yes

Match?
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1

yes

Three
done?

no

yes
Local unit
processors fault

A
Reconfiguration
processors

Figure 3: Operating flow chart

There are two cases "Yes" or "No".
"yes" means there is an error and another test will start to know whether the error is
permanent or not. The voter will know in which process the error occurs.
" no" means that the error is transient and it may be regain by doing the operation
again. Once the faulty process is known, it will be changed by a spare process to
continues the operation .
Case II: If "NO" we need to know where the results will be sent. There are two options.
Either the results will be sent to the memory and the data will be saved into "me1,me2
and me3 " or the data will be sent into the input ,output devices.
Regarding read cycle, the data will be read from the memory and the operation will
continue to the end of the cycle in similar manner.
3

Numerical results

The results can be summarized in Tables 1, 2, 3,4, 5 and 6 which represent Processor Data
Bus, Memory Data Bus, processor address Bus, memory address Bus, Control processor Bus
and Control memory Bus including total time latency.
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Table 1: Processor Data Bus
Module

Injected
faults

Detected
faults

Time Latency
(Second)

Coverage

System Recovery
(Y,N)

Dp1

0

0

2.7375e-005

0

N

Dp2

0

0

2.7375e-005

0

N

Dp3

4

3

2.7375e-005

75%

Y

Total

4

3

8.3991e-005

75%

Y

The system considered healthy when DP3 recorded failure two consecutive times. When
number of errors =3, a permanent error in DP3 is recorded and changed with the spare one
(DPs).
Table 2: Memory Data Bus
Module

Injected
faults

Detected
faults

Latency
(Second)

Coverage

System Recovery
(Y,N)

DM1

2

2

2.9241e-005

100%

Y

DM2

0

0

2.9241e-005

0

N

DM3

0

0

2.9241e-005

0

N

Total

2

2

8.7724e-005

100%

Y

A permanent error in DM1 is recorded with latency time = 2.9241e-005 sec; and total
latency time = 8.7724e-005 sec; The error in DM1 is temporary and a 100% recovered.
Table 3: processor address Bus
Module

Injected
faults

Detected
faults

Latency
(Second)

Coverage

System Recovery
(Y,N)

Ap1

0

0

3.2352e-005

0

N

Ap2

3

3

3.2352e-005

100%=100%

Y

Ap3

0

0

3.2352e-005

0

N

Total

3

3

9.7055e-005

100%

Y

The number of injected errors equal to 3, and the error in AP2 is permanent and changed
with the spare one (Aps).
Table 4: memory address Bus
Module

Injected
faults

Detected
faults

AM1

0

0

AM2

0

AM3
Total

Latency
(Second)

Coverage

System Recovery
(Y,N)

2.8152e-005

0

N

0

2.8152e-005

0

N

6

3

2.8152e-005

3/6*100%=50%

Y

6

3

8.4457e-005

50%

Y
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Number of errors =3 and
AM3 with 50% coverage.

permanent error in AM3. The spare AMs replaces the mean
Table 5: Control processor Bus

Module

Injected
faults

Detected
faults

Latency
(Second)

Coverage

System Recovery
(Y,N)

Cp1

2

2

2.8774e-005

2/2*100%=100%

Y

Cp2

0

0

2.8774e-005

0

N

Cp3

0

0

2.8774e-005

0

N

Total

2

2

8.6323e-005

100%

Y

The error in CP1 is temporary with 100% coverage.
Table 6: Control memory Bus
Module

Injected
faults

Detected
faults

Latency
(Second)

Coverage

System Recovery
(Y,N)

CM1

0

0

2.9863e-005

0

N

CM2

3

3

2.9863e-005

3/3*100%=100%

Y

CM3

0

0

2.9863e-005

0

N

Total

3

3

8.9589e-005

100%

Y

The number of errors = 3 and the error in CM2 is permanent. The spare CMs is utilized
instead of using the mean CM2.
4

Conclusions

The principles and concepts of fault tolerance were introduced and investigated. The
analysis was devoted to the online error detection and mainly focused on the use
triplication techniques. According to the outcome from the survey of the online error
detection techniques and investigation of some previous systems, a TMR system
configuration was proposed to increase system reliability and availability for self –
reconfigurable application. In this system both the processor and memory module are
triplicated with one spare module. A voter was designed to pass reliable data and singles
between processors module and memory modules. The voter has the capability to stop the
system and analysis the error. It enters the system for roll- back procedure in case of
transient error or it replaces the faulty module with the spare one in case of permanent
error. Thus system is recovered and resumes its operation on line which achieves the
target objective. To verify the capabilities and the behaviour of proposed system and voter
design, the system is simulated using MATLAB package. A set of faults are injected in
different information paths and the response of the system was monitored.
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